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Define parts of  speech through the colours
1 Зат есім Существ. Noun yellow  boss

2 Есімдік Местоимение Pronoun pink  his

3 Сын есім Прилагат-ное Adjectives light-green  small
4 Үстеу Наречие Adverb light-blue  easily
5 Етістік Глагол Verbs black loved
6 ………… …….. Phrasal verb violet to rub out
7 Сан есім Числительное Numerals grey ten
8 …………. Артикль Articles orange a/an/the
9 …………. Предлог Preposition brown at the end
10 Шылау Союз Conjunction red and
11 Ауыспалы 

мағына
Фразеолог-ое 
сочетание

Idioms blue to roll in 
money

12 Тұрақты 
тіркес

Устойчивое 
сочетание

State phrase dark-green to make a 
mistake



4. Adverbs have:
simple/comparative/
superlative forms
(without the)

Parts 
of  speech

5. Verbs have 
regular/irregular forms

 

2. Pronouns  have:
1.Personal - I; 

2. Demonstrative - this;
3. Possessive - my/mine; 

4. Objective -me; 
5. Indefinite - some; 

6. Interrogative - who; 
7. Relative - which; 

8. Reflexive - myself; 
9. Negative - nobody; 
10. Reciprocal – each 

other

3. Adjectives 
have: 
simple/comparative/
superlative forms
(with the)

9. Prepositions:
e.g. at/in/for

6. Phrasal verbs
e.g. to rub out

7.Numerals:   
 cardinal /ordinal

1.Nouns can be :
1.Countable/Uncountable

have 
2.Singular/Plural forms;

3.Possessive case
11. Idioms:

e.g.  to roll in money

8. Articles: 
a/an/the

10. 
Conjunctions:
e.g. and/but/when

12 State phrase:
e.g.  to make sandwich



#8.Прочитайте текст и выполните задание.

Bisons have not always lived in North America; they are 
relative (s) newcomers. They belong to the wild bull family 
(s), like domestic cattle and the wild oxen of Africa and 
Asia. The oldest known bison (s)  traces or remains have 
been found in China and the Himalayan foothills, where an 
animal (s) with all the essential features of the genus lived a 
million years ago. They developed fast and spread over 
most of the northern hemisphere in Europe and Siberia. 
During one of the Ice Ages, the sea (s) level (s) dropped, 
exposing a land bridge (s) across the Bering Strait, allowing 
the faunas of Asia and North America to meet. Very early, 
the steppe bison (s) moved eastward to the North 
American continent (s). Much later, men followed the same 
route (s).



Define the nouns  from the texts 

# examples count/uncount singular/plural possessive case

1 bison - бык countable a bison – 2 bisons The tail of  this bison
2 relative - 

родственник
countable a relative – 2 relatives My relative’s car

3 newcomer - 
новичок

countable a newcomer – 2 
newcomers

This newcomer’s book

4 cattle - стадо uncountable cattle – всегда в ед. 
числе

The route of the cattle

5 ox - вол countable an ox – 2 oxen The leg of the ox
6 trace - след countable a trace – 2 traces The name of the trace
7 remains - 

останки
uncountable remains - всегда в ед. 

числе
The trace of the remains

8 foothill - 
подножие

countable a foothill – 2 foothills The name of the foothill

9 animal - 
животное

countable an animal – 2 animals The name of the animal

10 feature - 
черта

countable a feature – 2 features The name of this  feature



Define the nouns  from the texts 

# examples count/uncount singular/plural possessive case

11 genus - род uncountable genus - всегда в ед. числе The name of the genus
12 hemisphere 

- 
полушарие

uncountable hemisphere - всегда в ед. 
числе

The feature of the 
hemisphere

13 sea - море countable a sea – 2 seas The name of the sea
14 level - 

уровень
countable a level – 2 levels The name of the level

15 land - 
земля

countable a land – 2 lands The name of the land

16 bridge - 
мост

countable a bridge – 2 bridges The name of the bridge

17 continent countable a continent – 2 continents The name of the 
continent

18 men countable a man – 2 men These men’s cars
19 route - 

маршрут
countable a route – 2 routes The name of the route



Define the pronouns from the texts 

1 Personal - личные they
2 Possessive - притяжательные
3 Demonstrative - указательные
4 Objective - объектные
7 Indefinite - неопределенные all
8 Interrogative - вопросительные
9 Relative - относительные
10 Reflexive - возвратные
11 Negative - отрицательные
12 Reciprocal - взаимные



Define the pronouns from the texts 
1 Personal - личные I, you, we, they, he, she, it
2 Possessive - притяжательные my, your, our, their, his, her, its
3 Demonstrative - указательные this – that/ these – those/

 the same/such
4 Objective - объектные me, you, us, them, him, her, it
7 Indefinite - неопределенные all, another, any, both, few, 

little
8 Interrogative - вопросительные who, where, when, why
9 Relative - относительные whatever, whichever, whoever
10 Reflexive - возвратные myself, yourself, ourselves, 

themselves, himself, herself, 
itself

11 Negative - отрицательные nobody, nothing, nowhere
12 Reciprocal - взаимные each other



Define the adjectives from the texts 
# simple comparative superlative

1 wild- дикий wilder еhe wildest

2 domestic - домашний ………… ………..

3 old - старый older еhe oldest
4 known - известный ……… ………..
5 essential - основной ………… …………
6 fast - быстрый faster the fastest
7 northern - северный …………… ………..
8 same - однообразный the same – adverb 

также
……………..



Define the adjectives from the texts 
# simple comparative superlative

1 wild- дикий

2 domestic - домашний

3 old - старый
4 known - известный
5 essential - основной
6 fast - быстрый
7 northern - северный
8 same - однообразный



Define the adverbs from the texts 
# simple translation comparative superlative

1 always всегда ---------- -----------
2 ago тому назад ------------ ------------

3 much много more the most
4 very очень ----------- -------------
5 early рано earlier the earliest
6 eastward к востоку …………… ……….



Define the adverbs from the texts 
# simple translation comparative superlative

1 always
2 ago

3 much
4 very
5 early
6 eastward



Define the prepositions from the texts 
# translation

1 of предлог род. падежа 
кого?/ чего?

2 in в предлог места

3 during во время
4 across через
5 with с
6 over над
7 to к, по направлению предлог дательного 

падежа (кому? чему?)



Define the prepositions from the texts 
# translation

1 of
2 in

3 during
4 across
5 with
6 over
7 to



Define the conjunction from the texts 
# translation

1 and и
2 where где

3
4
5
6



Define the tenses of the verbs from the texts 

# examples auxiliary verbs tenses rules

1 have not 
always lived

2 belong to
3 known
4 have been 

found
5 developed
6 allowing
7 to meet



Define the tenses of the verbs from the texts 

# examples auxiliary verbs tenses rules

1 have not 
always lived

have/has+verb3
/ed

Present 
Perfect

2 belong to Present 
Simple

3 known Participle II известные
4 have been 

found
have/has+been+
verb3/ed

Present 
Perfect 
Passive Voice

5 developed did Past Simple
6 allowing ing Participle I позволяя

7 to meet to+verb Infinitive



#8. Answer the questions according to the text:

1. Which of the following subjects the passage would most likely be reading in?

a) Botany 

b) Zoology

c) Geography

d) Modern science

e) Anthropology

2. According to the passage, when did the bison move to North America?

 a) Over a million years go.

 b) Relatively recently in North American history.

 c) During one of the Ice Ages. 

d) Early in  man's  habitation   of North America.

e) Half a century ago.

3. Which of the following would be the most appropriate title for the passage?

a) The classification of Asian and North American fauna.

b) An introduction to the North American bison. 

c) An analysis of the bison genus in the bull family.

d) A hypothesis of the evolution of the bull.

e) An introduction to the Asian faunas.

4.According to the passage, the bison moved from Asia to North America by ...

a) crossing the sea

b) walking over the land

c) traveling through the foothills

d) climbing over a bridge

e) walking through the forest
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#8. Answer the questions according to the text:

1. How long have Bisons lived in North 
America?

2. What kind of animals are they?

3. Where were the oldest ones found?

4. How did they develop?

5. What happened during the Ice Ages?

6. Where did the Bisons move then?

7. What happened later? 


